processing in music build on those circuits. They are also required for procedural learning such as habit and rule learning. Impairments of the CBGT circuits result in underspecified rule representations in language and music. Therefore, from a neurocognitive perspective the cognitive systems language and music can be regarded as a different use of the same domain-relevant systems.
Moreover, investigations of the CBGT circuits provide direct betweenspecies comparative options: those circuits are required for non-human primates' action cognition (Mendoza & Merchant, 2014) as well as song learning in songbirds (Jarvis, 2004) . Thus, the current paper provides strong support for hypotheses that regard both these current neurocognitive systems as products of evolutionary changes of an ancestral action cognition systems (Boeckx & Fujita, 2014; Fujita, 2016; Marcus et al., 2006) .
